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Topical book covering all aspects of, and offering multidisciplinary sources of
information about Life
Compiled with all levels in mind - from novice to professional
Written by professionals in this field including three Nobel Laureates
Life As we Know It ["LAKI"] covers several aspects of Life, ranging from the prebiotic level,
origin of life, evolution of prokaryotes to eukaryotes and finally to various affairs of human
beings. Although it is hard to define Life, one can, however, characterize it and describe its
features. Topics treated are categories of bacteria, algae and fungi, conscience, philosophy,
theology, aesthetics, appearance of sport and life destiny, life after clinical death, and thoughts
of the world to come ("Olam Haba"). The various chapters have been written so that they are
accessible to all - from the avid lay reader to the specialist – and make available
multidisciplinary sources of information about Life. The information presented here on the
various phenomena of Life were all written by highly qualified authors including scientists,
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public leaders, a professional athelete and three Nobel Laureates.
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